Abstract. The paper compares the transport properties of a set of dimensionless identity experiments performed between JET and JT-60U in the advanced tokamak regime with Internal Transport Barrier, ITB. These International Tokamak Physics Activity, ITPA, joint experiments were carried out with the same plasma shape, toroidal magnetic field ripple and dimensionless profiles. Similarities in the ITB triggering mechanisms and sustainment were observed when a good match was achieved of the most relevant normalized profiles except the toroidal Mach number. Similar thermal ion transport levels have been measured in either monotonic or non-monotonic q-profiles. On the contrary, differences between JET and JT-60U were observed on the electron thermal and particle confinement in reversed magnetic shear configurations. The large shear reversal in the center of JT-60U plasmas allowed the sustainment of stronger electron density ITBs compared to JET. As a consequence of peaked density profile, the core bootstrap current density is more than five times higher in JT-60U compared to JET and reversed magnetic shear configurations are self-sustained in JT-60U scenarios.
Introduction
Steady-state operation in ITER is foreseen to be with 100% non-inductive current drive at moderate plasma current (I p~9 MA) with Q DT~5 for a burning time of 3000s. Efficient steadystate operation should be compatible with a large fraction of off-axis current provided by the bootstrap effect. The rest of the current is driven with non-inductive current drive sources. To compensate for the reduction of confinement due to a lower current, steady-state operation requires the confinement to be improved beyond that achieved with an edge transport barrier, up to H IPB98(y,2)~1 . 5 . A possible solution consists in optimizing the core confinement with an Internal Transport Barrier, ITB [1] . The predictive modelling of ITER steady-state scenario relies on a better understanding of the underlying ITBs physics. The purpose of the paper is to improve our understanding of the core confinement by comparing the transport properties in a set of identity experiments [2] performed between JT-60U and JET in the ITB regime [3] [4] . The results obtained in the advanced regime extend past identity JET and JT-60U experiments in inductive H-mode scenario [5] . In these recent experiments, the key challenge was in matching not only the 0-D global parameters but the full 1-D radial profiles of the normalised physics parameters that govern the plasma properties. In section 2, the operational scenario to match the normalised physics quantities between JET and JT-60U is briefly summarised. In section 3, the modelling approach to quantitatively assess the transport properties of the two devices is described. Then, emphasis is given on the transport analysis during the ITB phase by comparing thermal coefficients and electron particle diffusivities in weak and reversed magnetic shear plasmas. To conclude, an explanation is proposed in section 4 to throw light on the subtle differences in the electron density profiles observed between the two devices. Consequences of the transport analysis for the operational scenario are also given.
Description of the JT-60U and JET operational scenario
Similar operational scenarios were developed in the two devices with the objective of triggering the ITBs during the plasma current flat top phase where neutral beam injection, NBI, power only was applied in conditions with identical magnetic configurations (Fig. 1) . The 0-D parameters are listed in table 1 and have been chosen to match the 0-D normalised physics quantities. In the JET experiments the toroidal magnetic field (TF) ripple, δ TF , which is known to affect the particle transport properties, rotation and ITB characteristics [6] , was changed, from the standard value of δ TF =0.08% at the mid-plane of the outer separatrix, to higher values matching the TF ripple in JT-60U, δ TF =0.3%, and even up to δ TF =0.75%. In JT-60U, the toroidal torque on the plasma was tuned by applying different amounts of co-and counter-current NBI power fractions. Finally, to match and vary the current density profiles in the two devices, NBI heating in JT-60U and Lower Hybrid Current Drive powers in JET are used during the ramp up phase. Similar safety factor, q, profiles were obtained ( Fig. 1) with either, low positive magnetic shear and q o~2 in the centre, or, negative and reversed magnetic shear in the core (and a minimum q, q min~3 or 2 located at mid-plasma radius). Identity experiments were performed by tuning the power level, the timing of the high power phase, the NBI set-up and density in the prelude phase. Consequently, JET and JT-60U experiments were carried out with the same plasma shape and dimensionless profiles: safety factor, normalized Larmor radius, normalized collision frequency, thermal beta, ratio of ion to electron temperatures etc. Similarities of the ITB triggering mechanism and the ITB strength have been observed when a proper match is achieved of the relevant profiles of the normalized quantities [3] [4] . The paper focuses on the fully developed ITBs characteristics and transport properties in plasmas with different q-profiles and magnetic shears ranging from negative to positive values in the plasma core. Core transport properties are investigated using the same methodology, similar measurements, and the same set of codes for both devices. In order to carry out a transport analysis, detailed plasma profiles measurements and source terms calculation are required. The safety factor is constrained with combined 0-D magnetic data and MSE measurements. The ion temperature, T i , and toroidal rotation, Vφ, profiles of the ionised carbon impurity are measured by Charge Exchange Spectroscopy in JET and JT-60U. The electron density and temperatures are measured with the Thomson scattering diagnostics. NBI heating, fuelling, torque and current drive sources are calculated using the guiding centre following MonteCarlo ASCOT code that takes into account the fast ion ripple loss effect [7] . The effect of TFripple on the source terms has to be included in the calculation since its magnitude will impact the fast particle confinement. For each JET and JT-60U discharge, specific times have been selected corresponding to the ITB triggering and fully developed phases. At each time, the 2-D magnetic equilibrium, the fitted 1-D radial plasma profiles are used as an input to the ASCOT-code to evaluate the NBI source terms. Then, the NBI sources computed by ASCOT are coupled to the transport code JETTO to calculate the neo-classical quantities from NCLASS [8] , the thermal heat and electron particle diffusivities. Typical results of ASCOT are shown on Fig. 2 (right) where the NBI sources have been calculated in reversed shear (q min =2) for three levels of TF-ripple in JET and three levels of injected torque in JT-60U. The calculations confirmed that the NBI power is mainly deposited on the thermal ions in the two machines. Due to the differences in NBI configuration ( Fig. 2 (left) ), the profiles of NBI fuelling, heating and torque sources are slightly broader in JT-60U compared to JET. The injected torque at the outer part of the plasma column (ρ~0.6-1) is similar between JET and JT-60U when the JET TF ripple magnitude is increased to be in the range of 0.3-0.75%.
The evaluation of the non-dimensional 1-D profiles as the normalised thermal energy β tor , normalised gyro-radius, ρ e,i *, collisionality, ν e *, normalised toroidal rotation, M Φ, is crucial for comparing the JET and JT-60U regimes since they determine the behaviour of the key physics processes. Similar calculation for JET and JT-60U has been done to estimate the dimensionless quantities from the measured thermal radial profiles.
FIG. 2 (left) JET and JT-60U NBI configurations; (right) ASCOT calculation of NBI ion, electron heat sources, injected toroidal torque and deuterium fuelling sources for JET TF-ripple (blue) and JT-60U torque scan (red) in reversed magnetic shear experiments with q min =2.
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Weak magnetic shear plasmas in JT-60U and JET
Identity experiments were first performed with monotonic q-profiles. Very similar ITB phenomenology was observed between the two devices when matching, at the time of the ITB formation the following profiles: q, β tor-e,i , ν e *, ρ e,i * for the same plasma shape and the same TF-ripple magnitude (0.3%). Due to the differences in NBI injected torque, the toroidal Mach numbers are different in the two devices. During the high performance phase with a fully developed ITB, similar normalised profiles were also obtained (except for the Mach number) as shown on Fig. 3 . In the two machines, the ion temperature profiles gradually increase from the ITB foot to the plasma center with a normalised ion temperature gradient scale length, R/L Ti above 16. The electron temperature and the electron density profiles are also similar with R/L Te~1 0 and the density gradient scale length, R/L ne~8 . Similar thermal ion transport level (normalised to gyro-Bohm level) between JET and JT-60U is computed with χ i /χ gyroBohm~0 .1 inside the ITB and χ i /χ gyro-Bohm~2 at the ITB foot
FIG. 3 Optimised magnetic shear experiments with q o~2 for JET (blue) and JT-60U (red):(top-left) T e , T i , q, n e , toroidal angular profiles; (top right) profiles of the dimensionless parameters

Reversed magnetic shear plasmas in JT-60U and JET
For the reversed shear configurations, experimental effort focused on obtaining similar values of q min , at the same radial location. Consequently, the q-profiles are very well matched between the two devices down to a normalized radius of ρ~0.2-0.3 as shown on Fig. 4 (left) and 5 (left) with q min~2 at mid plasma radius. In the very core (inside ρ<0.25), JT-60U plasmas have much higher values of q o (with q o >6) presenting the characteristics of a "current-hole" magnetic configuration that is sustained during the high power phase. Whereas in JET, the 'current hole' formed in the low density ramp-up phase with LHCD is rapidly filled by on-axis current when NBI power is applied leading to q o~3 . In reversed shear configurations, a TF and a torque scan have been performed on JET and JT-60U respectively. The measured profiles and dimensionless quantities are shown on Fig. 4 , 5 and 6. T i -ITB characteristics (ITB position, R/L Ti at the ITB foot) are very similar with normalised thermal ion transport levels between JET and JT-60U: χ i /χ gyro-Bohm~1 at the ITB foot, and, χ i /χ gyroBohm~0 .1 inside the ITB (Fig. 6(left) ). The reduction of the toroidal rotation is clearly observed on the angular or Mach profiles for the highest TF-ripple value (Fig. 4, 5) . A value of δ TF =0.75% is required on JET to match the evanescent toroidal rotation or the low Mach number for ρ>0.6 as measured on JT-60U (Fig. 4, 5) . The increase of TF-ripple up δ TF =0.75% affects the toroidal rotation but not the characteristics of the thermal ITB. These results complement previous JET observations where a larger TF-ripple scan was performed [6] . In the plasma core, the toroidal rotation and the Mach number are typically a factor two higher on JET compared to JT-60U as a consequence of higher injected torque on JET. During the JT-60U torque scan, the toroidal rotation profiles keep the same shape but are shifted in amplitude whereas n e , T i and, T e profiles are practically unchanged. As in the weak shear case, the location of the ITB foot on the toroidal rotation is more inward (ρ~0.4) compared to the one T i (ρ~0.6). The variation of toroidal rotation within the experimental range available, does not lead to significant variation of ion/electron thermal transport properties.
Contrary to the weak shear configuration, significant differences between JET and JT-60U are observed in reversed shear scenarios for the electron transport. Peaked electron density profiles are measured in JT-60U despite a broader fuelling source (Fig. 2 (right) ) with a peaking coefficient and a core density higher by nearly a factor two compared to JET, while the electron temperatures are similar in the two devices (Fig. 4-5) . In JT-60U, the electron density profile increases with nearly a constant slope from the ITB foot up to the plasma core. Whereas on JET, the steep density profiles (with R/L ne~8 -12) is well localised at the ITB foot in a narrow radial layer between ρ~0.4-0.5. Outside, this layer the normalised density gradient length is significantly reduced with R/L ne below 2. The calculated electron diffusivities, χ e /χ gyro-Bohm , decrease continuously in JT-60U core (below~0.1) whereas in JET electron diffusivities are locally reduced down to χ e /χ gyro-Bohm~0 .1 in a narrow radial layer located around q min. Effective electron particle diffusion coefficients, D eff , have also been estimated assuming that the NBI fuelling is the only particle source in the core. Edge fuelling from cold neutrals particles (wall recycling) is found negligible in the plasma core with respect to NBI fuelling: cold neutrals do not penetrate beyond the pedestal. In stationary conditions, D eff is calculated as the ratio of the NBI fuelling source to the density gradient. 
Discussion and conclusion
In order to explain the strong density peaking in JT-60U and the differences with JET, various physics interpretations are reviewed in this section. The difference between the two machines cannot be explained by the difference in core fuelling, on the contrary, the core fuelling is higher on JET with lower core density. A second interpretation based on the differences in neo-classical convective velocity is also not sufficient. Indeed, the Ware's pinch velocity is small in these non-inductive regimes: less than 0.05m/s.
The physical process producing electron particle transport in the core of tokamak plasma has been recently reviewed in inductive operation with monotonic q-profile [9] . In low collisionality H-mode regime, the electron density peaking results from core turbulence producing non-diagonal contribution to the particle flux [10] . In the non-inductive ITB regimes, two complementary interpretations are investigated in this paper. These interpretations rely on core fuelling with either (i) a quench of the anomalous turbulence leading to a reduction of D eff in the negative magnetic shear region or (ii) a reduction of D eff combined with an inward (turbulence driven) convective electron particle flux.
EXC/P4-12
The possibility to quench the turbulence at wavelength of the order of the ion Larmor radius scale length (k ⊥ ρ i~1 ), i.e. the ion temperature gradients, ITG, modes and the trapped electron mode, TEM, has been checked using the QuaLiKiz code [11] [12] . The QuaLiKiz calculation of the turbulent energy and particle fluxes is based on gyrokinetic quasi-linear assumptions [11] [12] . The experimental profiles have been used has an input to QuaLiKiz simulations to calculate the linear ITG/TEM growth rates, γ ITG-TEM , for k ⊥ ρ i <2. The radial electric field ExB shearing rates, γ ExB , have been also calculated using the experimental pressure and toroidal rotation profiles but assuming a neo-classical poloidal rotation. Reversed shear discharges with q min~2 have been selected for JET and JT-60U (Fig. 7 (left) ). The QuaLiKiz calculations illustrate the stabilizing impact of the magnetic shear reversal in the core of the JT-60U discharge. The JET discharge has been selected with large TF-ripple amplitude δ TF =0.75% to match the JT-60U toroidal rotation measured in the discharge #49469 outside the ITB radius.
Within the neo-classical assumption for the poloidal rotation, the radial electric field is dominated by the toroidal rotation term which explains why the maximum ExB shearing rate is a factor two larger in JET compared to JT-60U. Similar values of γ ITG-TEM~0 .15MHz for JET and JT-60U have been found at the ITB foot (ρ~0.5). On both devices, the difference in radial location of the maximum values of γ ITG-TEM and γ ExB is explained by the difference in the location of the ITB foot on the rotation and thermal ion profiles. On JET, the ITG/TEM turbulences are not fully stabilised with γ lin~0 .05MHz at ρ~0.4: a value comparable to the maximum values of ExB shearing rates. On JT-60U core, the TEM and ITG modes are stabilised up to ρ~0.45 due to the combined effect of the shear reversal and density peaking without necessarily invoking the ExB shearing rate stabilisation.
When neglecting the convective effects, the calculated low D eff values lead to a ratio of electron particle to thermal transport, D eff /χ e , lower than 1/6 which is not theoretically justified in the low k ⊥ ρ i turbulence regime. For an electrostatic turbulence in a tokamak, it has been found that the ratio of the diffusion coefficient to heat conductivity should be ~2/3 [13] .
The remaining electron temperature gradient, ETG, driven turbulence at k ⊥ ρ i >1 is a possible candidate to explain the larger heat transport than the particle transport or anomalous particle convective terms have to be invoked. 
To investigate the turbulent convective terms, the first analysis involves a numerical solution of the non-linear fluid equations of ITG/TEM electrostatic turbulence in the collisionless regime using the TRB code [14] . Two sets of simulations have been carried out by changing the q-profile in the core from weakly to strongly reversed shear. TRB could reproduce the experimental trends thanks to the effect of an inward thermodiffusion pinch driven by the remaining ITG turbulence, but at the expense of assuming a ratio of the ion to the electron heat sources, S i /S e~0 .3 (much lower than the experimental case where S i /S e~4 ).
The second analysis relies on gyrokinetic quasi-linear calculation with QuaLiKiz. Four simulations have been considered (Fig. 7 (right) ): (1) the weak shear discharge (JT-60U #49476); (2) the same case as (1) but ∇T e /T e  is increased by a factor two; (3) the same case as (1) but the q-profile is taken from the reversed shear discharge (JT-60U #49469); (4) the reversed shear discharge (JT-60U #49469). In case 1, the coexistence of ITG/TEM mode leads to an outward convective term in the core (ρ<0.4). Indeed, the inward thermodiffusion particle pinch driven by ITG is compensated by the outward pinch induced by the dominant electron TEM turbulence (the compressibility pinch is small). The outward thermodiffusion convection velocity is reinforced when ∇T e /T e is increased by a factor two (case 2). TEM instabilities are reduced when changing only the q-profile from weak to reversed shear (with the thermal profiles of the weak shear case). The core thermodiffusion and the anomalous velocities switch their sign from outward to inward inside ρ<0.4 (case 3). Finally, when including the density peaking effect (case 4), the ITG modes are fully stabilised.
This is a virtuous stabilisation circle where the stabilisation of the TEM modes by shear reversal leads to an inward convection and peaked electron density profile. The density gradient is then able to further stabilise the remaining ITG turbulence leading to a stronger reduction of the particle transport. Differences in electron pressure gradients, lead to significant differences in the core bootstrap and in the q-profiles that are non-linearly coupled to the plasma transport properties. The subtle differences in transport lead to a bifurcation of the final plasma state as observed with the JET and JT-60U reversed shear plasmas.
